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%ra~egii.s- i d a d  c_le@~?rm miom!- and &as -optimY. non-ronpemire suegiw hut also 

that adapthe (i.e.- lmrningr behavior results in xhe emergence of such cooperative strategies 

xithin the bounds dneo-Dar-ainian evolution. Aslorod presented srxra l  reasons why the tit- 

for-tat slrattg outper~brmed rational non-cooperative strategies and xveral of these reasons 

d~siinctl highJlfight rhe probkms associated with the %%ell-structured, artificially transparent 

problem domains commonl> -%.ssumed" for theoretical work. The assumption of welldefined 

problem domains m p k e d  for m h a i r  theorizing constitutes a problem plaguing normative, 

reductionist theories in general and economic theop in particular as ri-nhorld probkm do- 

mains are general& 111-artpccrured, nois?, crampiex. and computa~ionall~ intensive. This prob- 

lem-specific translucence otiirn prevents the requlred transformarm of real problems into the 

wfl-structured probkm ywce necessary to apply uaditionai optimizarion methodoiogy. 

This paper is concmd with some af the fundamental issues associated with the ex- 

istence of loss averse valuation characteristics as \\ell as an investigation of both the asserted 

subopiimality muhing from this k h a i o r  and the condilions allmr ing fir  such behavior to 

ernerge as the result of maliers" &p?ion to their environmna- 

The firsf e x p m ~ a  d r e s s  a recent criticism that questions the existmcr" of loss 

aversion- Recent&. H- ( 199 1 1 has shr,wn that if a large subsitution effixt is under- 

f: ins valuations aa hand asymmk \aimion partems may ensue tlhat are explainable by and 

cwislent with rk narnnaliw 1. L'n;"mmely. the nomfativirt community at large has 

cmaetaanrr ing ~Wipution rt'tfk8.s per se account fm EpKned valuation dis- 

parities. Eirih@\;-  if CSieCSESk dm' c&scn& aspmeuie v a l m h s  of 6rrain~ and IIKS 

u ; C I E ~ ' s  %& rk aePPpII%zaiam wggpisded to t?-xkrmrrrr normative lkq and m!,vsis 

WWM d mer@iy C ~ D P  a nmin&ss atrilf;scr oifiii-&si_d a- 

pmmmlta;ll it-mivieRa.. F-. h e  ?hwrirs, such as Prospsa Themy 

' l 'kxq (TtteKR7i' a d  #c&xmaa I w-: 



T* ~ e ~ s n  -PG.- nlzu --A I L - ~ L - P .  m ' a n n ~ -  19451. and Rep-ei TXmc ~ L o o ~ ~ s  and SiiJgt~i. 1982) j\ouid hc 

invalid. To test, for the dependence relation krwsen obserwd \altnrton drspartties mil ihc 

substitution effect. a? empirical test of people's \ aluation patterns \\as conducted I'he c\- 

priment emplo>ed a within-subject design and controlled for subsritittion clkcts for two e\- 

change commodities. The experimental results strongly suggst that agents' \ aluation patmm 

adhere to the as?mmeuic i.aluarions inherent in loss aversion even ufider conditions of higlil~ 

substitutable exchange commodities efi-ects. 

The second empirical investigation reports the results of a simulation experiment that 

tests and compares the performance of loss averse behavior relative to normative (bcnch~narh) 

behavior. To this end, a decision environment closely mirroring the transparent world ofrior- 

mative theor)., although assuming a finite time horizon, was simulated and the perSor~n;!ticc of 

populations of artificial economic agents weie compared on the basis of !heir object~ve deci- 

sion criteria. The experiments indicate not only that loss averse agents perfbrm at least at par 

with their normative counterparts on an individual basis of comparison but also that the popu- 

lation of loss averse agents outperforms the norniative population of decision makers In es- 

hibiting a higher survival rate. 

The third and final empirical investigation assumed an evolutionary perspective pos- 

ing the question of  what type of valuation pattern, i.e. symmetric or asymmetric valuations, 

would emerge as the result of agents' adaptive response to their decision making and decision 

contest. In order to  investigate agents' valuation patterns as adaptive, cmergent structure\, a 

series of simulation experiments was conducted. Starting with a generalizable, unparameter- 

ized valuation functionn, evolutionary modeling techniques were employed to investigate this 

h e .  Spedficdly+ ibe evolution of the parameters defining a g e n ~ '  valuation preferences was 

modeled as an adaptive. outcome-dependent process over a portfoiio of pairs of risky gambies. 

Ilre resuhs obtained sug& a strong tendency for both individual and populations of artificial 



decision makers to evolve toward a suit of parameter vaiues resembling ioss averse vaiuation 

preferences. 

Overall, the experiments reported in this paper suggest that a) loss aversion is alive 

and well acting independent of substitution effects, b) loss averse agents even in finite, trans- 

parent decision environments outperform normative benchmark agents for large numbers of 

routine decisions, and c) evolutionary processes foster the emergence of loss averse valuation 

patterns for finite, although large, numbers of iterated decisions. Consequently, the results 

support earlier evidence documenting the existence of loss aversion and fixther suggest that 

loss averse decision makers are by no means operating within the mires of asserted subopti- 

mality. 



Chapter I: 

The Prevalence Of Valuation Disparities 

1.0 Introduction 

A fimdamental assertion of consumer choice theory is that, in the absence of income effects, 

an individual's maximum willingness to pay for a commodity is to equal the minimum amou~lt 

he or she is willingness to accept to give it up (Willig, 1976; Randall and Stoll, 1980). 

Empirical research, however, suggests the disparity between these two valuations is n 

pervasive phenomenon even if income effects and transaction costs are eliminated. Such 

valuation disparities have been demonstrated in a variety of settings and survey and real 

exchange experiments [see, for example, Kahneman, Knetsch and Thaler (I 990) and 1 lollinan 

and Spitzer (1993)l. Although most ofthe real exchange market experiments provide controls 

for income effects and transaction costs, essentially all of the reported real exchange 

experiments used between-subject comparisons, with notable exceptions as those reported by 

Kachelmeier and Shehata (1992). While between-subject designs allow comparisons of the 

buy and sell values of a representative of each group, a within-subject design provides the 

much stronger test of any buy and sell disparity for each individual. 

One recent explanation for some observed disparities is the degree of substitutability, 

or the lack thereof, between the commodities to be exchanged. Hancrnann ( 199 1 )  

demonstrated that WTA-WTP differentials due to a lack of substitutability among the 

exchange commodities are a likely occurrence and reconciled this finding with existing theory 

showing that such vzluation dispzities are consistent with and explainab!c by .R,andall-Stoll 

bounds (1980).' 

I Hanernann is quite clear, however, that valuation disparities due to a lack of substitutability 
are different from the behavioral argument, i.e. that (within-subject) valuation disparities may 
arise due to agents' loss aversion. This is made explicit in Hanemann (1 99 1, p.645, note 25): 
"This [loss aversion] is a different phenomenon from that involved in the Randall-Stoll 



This paper reports the results of a real exchange experiment that provided a 

combination of both a between- and within-subject test for exchange commodities with a high 

degree of substitutability. 

2.0 Experimental Methods And Design 

A discrete-choice variant of the Becker-DeGroot-Marschak (1964), or BDM, random price 

auction was employed for a two-stage experiment eliciting WTA and WTP values '. Money 

and "scratch & win" tickets issued by the British Columbia Lottery Corporation were chosen 

as the experimental exchange commodities. These lottery tickets retail for $1 and are widely 

available at gas stations; convenience stores, shopping malls and the like3. 

The use of these (unscratched) lottery tickets and money as the exchange 

commodities explicitly introduces high substitutability to the real exchange market as first, 

there is a high degree of substitutability behveen money and a ticket as these tickets are widely 

and easily available and their going market price is well known and printed on each ticket, and 

bounds: it [loss-aversion] concerns the disparity between WTP to obtain a change from q0 to 
~O+D (for some D > 0) and the WTP to avoid a change from q0 to q0 -D, which is not the same 
as the disparity between WTP and WTA for the same change from q0 to q' = q0 + D." While 
Hanemann makes this distinction, the substitutes possibility has sometimes been thought of as 
a somewhat simpler expianation than possibly warranted, as seemingly implied in the 
observation "[Hlanemann showed that one would expect convergence of WTP and WTA 
value measures when the good in question has a very close substitute" (Shogren, Shin, Hayes, 
and Kliebenstein, i994, p. 255). 

"he BDM auctioning process is extremely well suited for valuation elicitations. A 
stochastic procedure, BDM-driven bidding is optimal because subjects' reported valuations 
affect the likelihood of selling or buying the object under consideration. Subjects' bids, 
however, have no bearing on the distribution and closing prices (see, for example, Davis and 
Holt, 1993). The experimental design reported above implements the BDM auction for each 
sgbject individually, which should further enhance this desirable property. 

Although irrelevant to the value elicitation at hand, as Ss were not aliowed to scratch their 
tickets until the end of the experiment, the maximum payout of such a lottery ticket is $10,000. 
The expected payout ratio of these tickets is approximately 50 cents on the dollar and Ss were 
made aware of this value. 



second, one unscratched lottery ticket is a perfect substitute for another (uns~r~itched) lottq. 

ticket. 

A total of 1 10 third and fourth Fear undergraduate students e~uolird in snlall 

Business Administration seminars (up to 25 students per session) at Simon Frsser University, 

volunteered to participate in the experiment. A11 subjects (Ss) were randomly ;issigned to 

either a group of sellers or buyers. Each subject received a lottery ticket before the actual 

value elicitation experiment started and was given the opportunity to eschange this ticket for 

another one, if so desired. 

The real exchange market was designed as a two-group, two-stage esperiment 

(illustrated in Figure l a  and Figure Ib). Ss in one group (hereafter G\\TA) were iniiialiy 

endowed with a (second) lottery ticket4 and asked to state their minimum WTA to give up 

(sell) the ticket. Ss assigned to the second group (hereafter GWIp) were not given a (second) 

ticket but were asked to state their maximum WTP to obtain (buy) such a ticket. Depending 

on the experimental group, Ss were instructed to state their minimum WTA. or maximum 

WTP, values according to a scale ranging from $0 to $4 spaced in $0.25 increments (see 

Appendix 1 for a sample of the survey forms). For each sum, Ss indicated whether they would 

be willing to sell, or to buy, a ticket. Upon the completion of this task, a BDM auction was 

carried out for each subject individually by drawing game chips (from a black bag) marked 

with amounts corresponding to the different values provided on the survey forms. Sellers 

(GWTA) traded their ticket for money if the chip drawn indicated an amount equal to or greater 

than the maximum WTA. Buyers (GWTP), on the other hand, exchanged money for a ticket if 

the randomly drawn chip indicated an amount equal to or less than the minimum WTP stated. 

--- 

4 An additional experimental control was implemented to assure subjects' revealed values 
would not be influenced by the illusion of control bias. Langer (1 975) demonstrated people's 
tendency to treat chance events as a controllable activity, with subjects who were given their 
choice lottery ticket demanding a higher price for it than those who were not given a choice. 
In order to control for this undesirable bias, subjects were handed their ticket@) by the 
experimenter, rather than having individuals select their own. 



Depending on the outcome of the randomprice auction, some Ss in GSTA received 

money in exchange for their ticke's, whereas other Ss kept their tickets. Similarly, some Ss in 

Gm bought a ticket %om the experimenter, whereas others did not. Only those Ss in G&T.;z 

who sold their tickets and those Ss in GWv that bought a ticket advanced to the second round 

of the experiment. 

The second round of the experiment, now comprised by a reduced sample size, 

reversed the value eiicitation procedures employed. Those Ss in GWa4 that had sold their 

tickets in the first round (see Fi,ge 1 a) were now asked to state their maximum WTP to buy a 

lottery ticket, whereas those Ss of CLW that had bought a ticket in the first round (see Fi,we 

f b) were asked to Gate &eir minimum ST4 to d l  the ticket. The second round of the 

experiment was again concluded with the same BDM auction for each individual. Ss were not 

told about this second round of the experiment until the first stage had been completed. 

*** Insert Figure l a  and 1 b Approximately Here *** 

The two-stage value elicitation process allowed for the observation of within-subject, as well 

as between-subject, WTA and WTP valuations. 

3.0 Results 

Fifty of the 110 participants were randomly assigned to the GWTA group and the remaining 60 

Ss comprised the G\,p group. In total, 45 Ss advanced from the first round to the second 

round of the experiment - 23 Ss from G%-p, and 22 Ss from GWP (see Figure 2a and 2b 

below). A total of 42 ofthose 45 individuals indicated a WTA vaIue higher than their WTP 

value. 

*** Insert Figure 2a and Fi,we 2b Approximately Here *** 



Subjects assigned to the group in which they were first asked to state their WTA fG\tT.,t) 

revealed WTA values averaging $2.42 (median $2.00). The average WTP for Ss assigned to 

the group asked to state their WTP in the first round of the experiment (GwTb), on the other 

hand, was $0.96 (median $1.00). The average between-subject valuation disparity was $1.46 

for all s$. 

*** Insert Table I Approximately Here *** 

The results from the first round of the experiment suggest that subjects' valuation of tickets 

(from GwP) was not significantly different from the market price (see Table 2). That is, 

subjects' WTP values were closely anchored to the going market price of $1.00. 

The second round of the experiment was comprised of only those Ss that had either sold their 

tickets or bought tickets during the first round. Those Ss initially. assigned to the group that 

was asked to state their WTA (GWTA), and subsequently sold their tickets, indicated an average 

WTA of $1.88 (median $1.875) when they were then required to disclose their WTP fbr a 

lottery ticket. The average WTP for this group amounted to $1.02 (median $1.00) -- see 

Figure 2a - an amount significantly less than they had previously demanded to give up a 

ticket. The resulting, average within-subject valuation disparity amounted to $0.85 ($1.87 less 

$1.02) or a WTA-to-WTP ratio of 1.83. Not unlike the Ss from GWTpr these Ss valued the 

tickets not significantly different from the going market price of $1 (see Table 2). 

Subjects assigned to the group that was initially asked to reveal their buying price 

and who had bought tickets in the first round of the experiment indicated an average WTP of 

The average WTP for those Ss who stated amounts less than or equal to the individually 
determined auction price amounted to $1.14 (median $1.00)' whereas those Ss who did not 
purchase a ticket disclosed an average WTP of $0.84 (median $1.00). The mean valuation 
differential for those Ss who either bought or sold a ticket and thus, had advanced to the 
second round of the experiment, was $0.74. 



S 1.14. Their average WTA valuation was 8 . 3 8  (median $2.50) - $1.24 in excess of the 

average WTP revealed earlier for a WTA-to-WTP ratio of 2.09. 

Both rounds of the experiment revealed very large and highly significant preference 

reversals consistent with the endowment effect for both the initial buy and the initial sell 

groups. Even though the exchange commodities at hand displayed a high degree of 

substitutability, significant within-subject valuation disparities ensued. 

Between-group comparisons (initial buyers versus initial sellers) do not suggest any 

significant differences for either the WTA and the WTP elicitations or the valuation disparity6 

(see Table 2). The lack of any significant differences between the two experimental groups is 

rather interesting and suggests the sequence in which agents enter the market does not have an 

effect on either their WTP or WTA valuations. 

*** Insert Table 2 Approximately Here *** 

The results of the experiment reported above indicate strong within- and between-subject 

valuation disparities despite the fact that the real exchange market controlled for the normative 

presumptions, i.e. income effects and substitution effects, on both within- and between-subject 

levels. Even though the average and median WTP amounts between groups were not 

significantly different from the $1 retail price of the lottery tickets, the corresponding WTA 

values were significantly higher on both a within-subject and between-subject level. These 

disparate valuations lead to a significant, sizable disparity, even though the correspondence of 

valuations across groups as well as subjects' strong calibration on the going market price for 

The between-subject difference in WTA amounts for Ss having engaged in trades is 
attributabie to the diEerent amounts entering the comparison and do not indicate any 
significant differences bemeen these two groups per se as indicated by the non-significant 
difference between the overall WTA values for both groups. The GbYTA value is the mean of 
the realization of the BDM auction, whereas the G W ~ p  value is the mean of the actual 
valuations submitted by Ss. 



tickets suggests a 'nigh degree ofsubstimtabiiir?- between cash and junscrarchcdj iuttep 

rickets. 

4.O Discussion And Conciusion 

In light of the experimental controls employed. the results of the experiment reprrrted , ;t b o w  

lend further support to the descriptive hypothesis that the endowment effect, or morc generally 

loss aversion (Kahneman et al., 19911, is a pervasive preference characlerishic tirat heiivily 

influences people's market behavior. The experimental results further confirm tianemann's 

suggestion that valuation disparities attributable to loss aversion represent a causal 

phenomenon different from valuation differentials stemming from the "substitution effect." 

That is, even if goods do or do not have substitutes, the endowment effect is a separate, 

different source of large, significant disparities between WTA and WTP values. Specifically, 

valuation disparities driven by the endowment effect can occur independent of other causal 

effects, such as the substitution effect, transaction costs, andlor income effect. 

Future research, then, should not only investigate the plausible causes, and their 

possible interactions, underlying people's differential valuations, but also attend to the 

consequences of disparate valuations. 



Chapter 2: 

L05S Aversion, Market Profits, And Ecc?nomie Survival 

1.0 Introduction 

Although agents" preferences per se do not enter economic theow and are commonly assumed 

an exogenous variable, the underlying construct representing agents" preferences, in form of 

valuation patterns, play a kndamental and important role in economic theory and analysis 

(e.g., Stigler and Becker, 1977) providing the foundation for utility theories. Specificaily, 

neoclassicat economic theory asserts thai people symmetrically value gains and objectively 

commensurate losses (e.g, Willig 1976; Randall and Stoll, 1980). 

Empirical research in experimental economics and behavioral decision theory, how- 

ever, strongly sugests decision makers' propensity to value losses significantly more than 

objectively commensurate gins. These fmdings portray a robust and systematic attribute of 

(human) judgment and decision making commonly referred to as loss aversion or endowment 

eflecr (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979; Thaler, 1980). The pervasiveness of loss aversion sug- 

gests it to be a fundamental valuation characteristic favoring the status quo (Sarnuelson and 

Zeckhauser, 1988) and the avoidance of risk when valuing gains but to display risk-seeking 

preferences when valuing losses ( Kahneman, and Tversky, 1979; Kahneman, Knetsch, and 

Thaier, 199 I ; Tvershc and Kahneman . 199 1). 

Under the assumption of perfect and well-structured problem domains, the rigors of 

deductive theory lead to the unambiguous prescription that those who accept and follow the 

axiom of dortai, mb &us by- definition optimai, behavior will be rewarded and those who 

do not follow this behavior will be taken for "suckers" (eg., Hirschleifer and Riley, 1992:34). 

Given the prevdence of irrational agents, at least by normative standards, displaying loss 



averse valuation pattern. the quatior! arises of how p r l y  loss averse n~ilarkrt Inden wwld 

fare as opposed to how weI they would haw fared had they instcad confxmcd to prsscripl~w 

behavior. 

This paper empirically invesiiptes the performance of loss aversc ttcha\.ior rt'Ii~ti\ c 

to normatisre {benchmark) behavior in the contest of a markct that is p e r k t  in ail respects 

except that the number of repeated trades is restricted to a large but finite numbcr rather th;in 

the commonly assumed infinite number. Simulation experiments resting both loss averse and 

normative vaiuation characteristics over a portfolio of risky decisions were conducted and the 

results compared. Tfir introduction of finite time horizons, or trials. lather than assuming an 

infinite number of trials which reduces the problem to choosing the complerely transparent 

greater expected value, appears to favor choices maximizing utilily by taking account of the 

different valuation of p i n s  and losses. 

2.0 On Valuations And Valuation Patterns 

Loss averse behavior displays itself in form of a two-part, S-shaped valuation function explic- 

idy deiiiieatiiig 5er;veen p s i h e  and negative outcomes relative to a xewa!  refercncc position 

(Figure 3). The reference position is critical to decision makers" valuation of outcomes in 

terms of p i n s  and losses as decision makers value outcomes of their decisions as changes 

relative to a reference state, which is commonly their current position (i.e., the status quo), 

rather than employing an aggregate view of attainment. The differential valuations, or 

weighing, of losses and gains are the behavioral key differences between loss averse decision 

behavior and prescriptive decision theories, such as utility theory (UT) and expected utility 

theory (EUT). 

*** Insert Figure 3 Approximately Here *'* 



Formally- Tluersky 2nd Kahneman f 1992) propose a two-part power function to cap- 

ture agents' foss aversion. That is, 

i ~ j a ,  ~ 2 0  
Equation 1 : vfq) = I I 

j -I~(-X~)~, x < 0 

vlx,] defines the loss-gains preserving valuation hnction Gver outcomes, or conse- 

quences, such that 

X = (XI, X& . -. , xs), 

ii represents the loss aversion parameter governing the asymmetric weighting of gains 

and losses, and 

at p are preference scaling parameters over outcomes. 

The ensuing valuation function vf*) is distinctly different from the notational similar elemen- 

tary utility function, or preference scaling function, commonly encountered in expositions of 

EUT. It should be noted that v(*) is defined over outcomes, or consequences, and that the 

valuation of the reference position results in a fixed valuation ofv(0) = 0 (Kahneman and 

Tversky, 1979). Thiit is? the behavioral valuation function resembles measurement on a ratio- 

scale, whereas EUT is measured on an interval scale. The primary "technical" incompatibility 

between the descriptive function v(m) and the elementary utility function employed in EUT', 

i.e. the ensuing downward transformation voids the notion of a reference position and the dis- 

tinction between gains and losses is lost. Of course, this difference in measurement scales is 

more than a mere technicality as it reflects the fundamental difference in how agents value 

consequences as described by the endowment effect versus how agents value consequences as 

assumed by conventionai normative theory. 

* 

Wnlike EUT, UT requires only an ordinal rneasxement scale simply preserving the rank- 
order of preferences. As a rank-order scale is sutardinate to an interval scale, however, the 
above discussion a h  applies to UT. 



3.6 On The CamparatEve Pcrktnaaeto Of h Averse Preferrt~ccs 

The frequently enco"i*7teaed -imlpeFimisn- in the an;tlasis ;u#t m*ltq of pa*pbJc.Pn .c3r~arr: 

concerns the m&. but m-&loss nanrri\hl, isme oftk n m h ~  rB frisk rrvjutmf ttr 

attain the probabilistic expected bugma salurXs). (M cqudibritum E%m if ac fircm ow a- 

tention exclusidy on routine k i s h  prOt,Im. it is hard io ~skm a $rc-rwm d m  a- 

cotmraing the idemticat gxabb ar p r o b b  ska, wrhut aq- ckanga m rrr uftk p'iiaptwn 

problems with h3er ~~ 4%~ mhi-attritwte 

t ,,;a&.- -l-&.-,,F --&. i&;&-t .L- r-.. ---.I* *ELL .**I- SZ;x;iIe (! 878? I F9' r u . ~ m q u m a  m--rreu &swn* . t r r \ .  \ur*wnn.~ rraesmj ~ n *  3rm-mry = m u z  rr-  





basis of a randomly generated probability determining the consequence of the chosen e r n l ~ l e  

and the artificial agnt \vas credited. or debited, with the realized payoff. 

*** Insert Table 3 Approximately Here *** 

The artificial agents employed for the ptirpose of this investigation were fitted with a 

static valuation function reflecting either gain-loss neutral or loss averse behavior. Fornlally, 

we define the expected valuation fiinction V such that 

.s 

Equation 2: V(x,p) = 1 pv(x1). where 

V(xp) is the valuation function defined over the gambles with s again denoting the 

vector of consequences and p the vector of probabilities associated with x, 

such thal p = (pi, k* .-.. ps), of course summing to unity, and 

u(sf is the loss-aversion presewing preference scaiing function of Equation 1 

The valuation function of Equation 2 was parameterized to reflect four population 

preferences - risk-l (RX), risk-averse (M), risk-seeking (RS), and loss averse (LA). 

The chosen set of parameters (Table 4) reflect the normative notion of symmetric valuation of 

gains and lasses for U. RN, and RS, and the asymmetric valuation preferences for LA 

~ents"". 

**I insert Table 4 Approximately Here *** 

3 T k e  p a W 3  a-tl-c csighdy eiiipbyd by Kz!!aemm Tvmky (!979:26$j i!! their 
latroratory- experimcents with human subjects underlying the formulation of Prospect Theory. 
La m tk fi* tka m!y pwx p b l q  is .  dl alternatives for each -ramble were either posi- 
tive or negative pqoffs, were emplove& the loss aversion parameter, i.e. 5., had no impact on 
lOBS averse aga& choices. As can be easily seen in the valuations of the prospects for the 
c b  pantem w & a  (Table 3a and 3b), setting 1.3 I merely increases the valuations 
qmmmimib ;igcr+s atttsmativs but does not impact on the choice pattern. 



The expected valuation function defined by Equation 2 is uncharacteristic of pre- 

scriptive and descriptive decision behavior. Normative theory applies a linear probability 

weighting functioa to an interval-scaled elementary utility'fimction, whereas descriptive theory 

incorporates the empirically observed nonlinear probability weighting function to a ratio- 

scaled preference-scaling function. Nevertheless, V(*) is very suitable for the experimental 

investigation at hand as it allows the separation of behavioral characteristics in probability 

judgment from the valuation of outcomes. Furthermore, V(.) allows the comparison of nor- 

mative and descriptive decision behavior despite the difference in the measurement scales, 

while implementing rational, maximizing agent behavior in all respects but valuation asym- 

metry in the case of loss averse agents. 

The parameterized valuation functions for both loss averse and normative agents al- 

low an ex m ! e  determination of the choices that each agent will make for each of the eight 

pairs of gambles. Also, the differential choice patterns allow the apriori calculation of the 

expected outcomes for both the loss averse and normative types of artificial agents (Table 5a 

and Table 5b). Over the chosen set of preference parameters all four types of agents would 

make choices that would result in an expected value of $250 over the portfolio or $3 1.25 per 

gamble although agent-specific choice patterns differ. 

* ** Insert Table 5a And Table 5b Approximately Here * * * 

3.2 Experimental Design And Variations 

Two simulation experiments were conducted to provide two separate measures pertaining to 

the individual and awegate levels of outcomes to compare the performance ofthe four 

populations of artificiai agents. The first performance measure concerns' agents cumulative 

payoffs as the result of repeated decision making. Each population's average cumulative val- 



ues allow for inter-population comparisons. In addition, the maximum (i.e., best-otl 

population) and minimum (i-e.. worst-of-population) cumulative payoff values for each of the 

four populations are assessed to give an indication of and allow for the comparison of agents' 

individual performance over multiple decision periods. 

The second measure takes into account the very con~mon "real world phenomenon 

that agents' financial resources are limited. Decision makers face a lower bound the amount 

of losses they can incur before financial failure, i.e. bankruptcy, occurs. To provide this sec- 

ond measure, another simulation experiment constraining agents' financial resources was con- 

ducted such that cumulative payoffs falling short of a pre-set survival threshold, Q, lead to thc 

elimination of the underachieving, or "bankrupt", agents. The ensuing performance measure 

is a measure of population survival 

The first simulation experiment focused solely on the comparative performance of 

the normative and the behavioral populations in terms of their cumulative payoffs ovcr 500 

decision periods. To this end, the two populations were each seeded with 400 artificial deci- 

sion makers and subjected to 500 decision making periods. As the experiment was exten- 

sively governed by random numbers for both the pick of a gamble and the outcome probabili- 

ties, fifty repetitions, or samplings, of the simulation run were implemented to guard against 

undue random fluctuations. 

The second experiment was essentially identical to the first one. However, this tinlc 

"ill-performing" agents were culled fiom their respective populations. Both populations were 

equally seeded with 750 agents and the maximum number of decision periods was fixed to 

200". The threshold amount of accrued payoffs was set to zero, i.e. i-2 = 0, and periodically 

applied after eveiy 1 0 ~  decision period. Thus, agents received some "reprieve" fkom the rig- 

I I Pre-tests revealed that population comprised of lower number of agents, such as the 400 
employed for the first experiment, were eliminated too quickly to allow for the desired com- 
parisons. 



ors of the resource constraints allowing for the accumulation of (expected) payoffs. Again, 50 

repetitions of the simulation experiment were conducted. 

3.3 Results 

For programming purposes, the payoff values of the gambles (Table 3) were scaled by a factor 

of 1/1000. Thus the expected (long run) outcomes for the first experiment are $0.25 per eight 

iterations for the average agent resulting in a cumulative expected payoff over 500 generations 

(i.e., 62.5 expected portfolio selections) of $15.625. 

3.3.1 Experiment 1 - Decision Making With Unconstrained Resources 

This simulation experiment allows the investigation of two distinctly different types of infor- 

mation. Cirst, the performance of the best and worst individual performances over the fifty 

trials can be compared for each of the four types of agent valuatioil and preference scaling 

characteristics. These best-of and worst-of-generation performances, i.e. the performances of 

those individual agents that attained the highest, or lowest, payoffs for each of the fifty trials, 

essentially provide an indication of the realization of the extreme payoff values realized by the 

different types of agents. Second, the performances of the four different populations of 

agents, i.e. an aggregate, central measure, over the fifty trials can be compared. 

Best-Of-Generation Performance: The highest average payoffs for the best-of-generation per- 

formance was obtained by RS agents amounting to $193.52 followed by LA agents ($187.60), 

RN agents ($ I82.36), and RA agents ($177.56). The same ranking also holds for the highest 

and the lowest individual best-of-generation performance (Table 6), where individual RS 

agents attained high and low values of $280 and $155, respectively. LA agents again fol- 

lowed suit ($275 and $142) only trailed by RN agents ($252 and $14 1) and RA agents ($234 

and $136). Not unexpectedly the best-performing individuals came from the RS population, 



although it is noteworthy ihat LA agents ou?peribrmed both RN and RA agents in  this best-of 

category. 

In order to test for the signiiicance of the (mean) differences, a one-way ANOVA 

was conducted, which proved highiy significant (Table 7). Furthermore, Scheffc post-lioc 

tests were employed suggesting a significant performance difference only between RS and KA 

agents (Table 8) indicating a better performance of RS over RA agents. 

Worst-Of-Generation Performance: As much as RS agents dominated the best-of-generation 

performances, this population also harbored the worst performers. Speci1ical;y. RA agcnts 

sported the highest worst-of-generation average of -$144.54 followed by RN agents (- 

$154.22) and LA agents (-$I 55.34) and a distant last RS agents with an average of -$ i 6 1.00 

(Table 6). In terms of the individual extreme values, the same ranking holds with the exccp- 

tion of the worst individual minimum performance, which was attained by a UN agent (-$280) 

trading place with the worst RS agent (-$2 16). Again, one-way ANOVA suggests a highly 

significant difference between the four populations (Table 7). The only significant (mcnn) 

difference between performances, however, was again recorded for the RA and RS popula- 

tions (Table 8). This time, however, RA agents command a significant niean-difference ad- 

vantage over their RS counterparts. 

Traditional empirical and analytical research would have predicted both the best and 

worst performances of individual RS and RA agents, respectively, with KN agents falling in 

between. Most interestingly, LA agents performed rather well - showing no significant 

(mean) difference between the high-performing US agents in the best-of-performance category 

and the highest performers, i.e. RA agents, in the worst-of-performance category. The mini- 

mization of variances over gains and the maximization of variances over losses seemingly 

shelters LA agefi; on an aggregate level from the weaknesses of both RA and RS behavior. 



Average Population Performance: This level of comparison appears the most important 

source of comparative information allowing the camparison of populations of agents, thus 

shielding against the outliers of individual agent performance. The highest population per- 

formance was obtained by LA agents with an average payoff of $16.21 followed by RA agents 

($14.66), RN agents ($14.54), and RS agents ($14.48). Again, this order holds for the high- 

low (average) values, where the highest ($21.61) and the lowest ($12.24) LA averages ob- 

tained dominated those of the other population types. 

One-way ANOVA comparing the performances of these four populations proved 

once more highly significant (Table 7) and the corresponding Scheffe post-hoc tests for sig- 

nificant mean differences were conducted. These tests revealed that LA agents, on average, 

significantly outperformed RN, RA, and RS agents (Table 8). However, no significant mean 

difference between the average payoffs of the normative populations was observed. 

*** Insert Table 6, Table 7, And Table 8 Approximately Here *** 

The results of this first experiment suggest that loss averse agents were not outper- 

formed by any of the normative, symmetrically valuing agents. Although the general statisti- 

cal expectations with respect to symmetric, normative agent preference patterns hold, i.e. RA 

agents, as a population, outperform RS agents with RN agents falling in between, LA agents 

performed extremely (and significantly) well on both the individual and average range- 

measures, i.e. best-of-generation and worst-of-generation payoffs, and outright dominated 

normative populations on an aggregate population level of comparison. Again, the straddling 

of noflow risk exposure to gains and risk-seeking behavior for losses appears to be an effec- 

tive decision pattern under conditions of relatively large but finite decision periods. 



3.3.2 Experiment 2 - Decision Making With Constrained Resources 

The second experiment focuses on agents' performance under the imposition of a resource 

constraint, R. The rationale for this experiment is that in most realistic environments resource 

constraints play a very pertinent role acting as a "natural" lower bound to the curnulativt' 

losses an agent can incur. Again, under the conditions of finite, but large number of trials, the 

loss averse valuation pattern of banking the sure gains but gambling on the losses may prove 

effective. As briefly discussed above, the expected value of the losses are lower than the 

maximum loss but much higher than no loss. Loss averse agents seem to successfully exploit 

this fact on the basis of the comparatively high variance, which coupled with the limited num- 

ber of trials seems to work in favor of loss averse agents. While this exploitation of the nit'an- 

variance may work we11 in unconstrained environments, the high variance in the payofl's to 

loss averse agents may prove "deadly" in resource constrained environments. 

LA populations had the highest average number of agents surviving the application of 

the R threshold resulting in an average number of 178.90 agents who survived the risky 

choices without falling below the threshold (Table 9). The second highest average survival 

rate was produced by the RN population (168.46) followed by RS (I 14.92) and RA agents 

(1 14.92). Furthermore, LA agents had both the highest maximum and the highest minimum 

number of agents surviving (222 and 153, respectively), whereas RA agents claimed the low- 

est maximum and minimum survival rates (13 1 and 95, respectively). 

A one-way ANOVA proved highly significantly (Table 10) prompting another round 

of Scheffepost-hoe tests for mean differences (Table 1 1). LA agents significantly outpcr- 

formed, or out-survived, all three types of normative valuation and preference-scaling pat- 

terns. Furthermore, RN agents significantly fared better than RA and RS agents, whereas no 

significant difference was recorded for the survival of RA and RS agents. 



*** Insert Table 9, Table 10, And Table 11 Approximately Here **** 

The results of this experiment are somewhat surprising, especially in lieu of the ill-  

performance of RA agents which counters common normative wisdom. A closer review of the 

descriptive statistics concerning agent survival indicates two interesting observations. First, 

the level of survival, as reflected in the mean and the range of the number of agents surviving, 

of the LA populations did not even overlap with those of any normative type of agent. Sec- 

ond, the standard deviation measuring the dispersal of agent survival was almost twice as high 

for LA agents, i.e. approximately 14 agents, than for any of the normative populations. Thus, 

the variance of agent survival for LA agents appears much higher than for normative agents, 

although the base-rate of survival is also (significantly) higher for this type of valuation and 

preference-scaling structure than for normative types, making LA valuations a rather attractive 

choice pattern. Again, this pattern furthers our earlier speculation that LA'S asymmetric 

straddling of risks is an effective strategy. 

3.4 Summary And Discussion Of Results 

Both sin~ulation experiments over the given decision portfolio do not suggest that asymmetric 

valuations of gains and losses constitute suboptimal behavior. The first experiment, compar- 

ing the market performance of agents following symmetric valuations to agents employing 

asymmetric valuations, provides a strong indication that LA agents performed at least at par, if 

not better, than their normative counterparts for the simulated routine decision context. The 

probabilistic range of the expected average payoffs for both individual and repeated trials 

(Table 12) indicate that both the average payoffs per trial and the grand mean (i.e., the average 

payoffs for the fifty trials) fall within the two or three standard deviations expected for such 

random events. Of course, these calculations only serve as a check for the simulation experi- 

ments. The issue to be investigated, however, was the comparative performance of the differ- 



ent valuation and preference patterns given identical environmental conditions, i.e. the rand0111 

numbers governing the prospect selection and outcome determination were identical for all 

types of agents. 

*** Insert Table 12 Approximately Here *** 

The results for the second, constrained experiment mirrored the trend of the results to 

the unconstrained simulation experiments with LA agents significantly outperforming the 

symmetric valuation patterns. A sensitivity analysis that reduced the periodicity from ten to 

five and one periods, resulted in a dramatic relative improvement (of course, the overall num- 

ber of surviving agents decreased dramatically) in RA agents survival with respect to liN and 

RS agents. LA agents, however, still dominated RA agents. 

A critical aspect to the experiments concerns the selection of the parameter valucs 

driving the generalized expected valuation function defined by Equation 2. For the first fbur 

prospects, the expected values of the two alternatives was not identical, whereas this identity 

prevailed for the remaining four prospects. The critical value of the exponent equation the 

first four prospects' expected values amounts to 0.7757 and had the ct and values bcen cho- 

sen accordingly, distinct changes in agents' choice patterns would have occurred. Specifi- 

cally, agents' choice patterns for these prospects would have been different across the diffir- 

ent preference structures for RA, RS, and LA agents, although no changes would have trw 

spired for RN agents. Of course, the expected value of the portfolio would also change with 

RN agents remaining at an expected value of $250, RA and RS agents' expected value falling 

to $0, and LA agents' expected value dropping to -$250. Such a change in the parameter val- 

ues merely a reflects a change in value preferences and does not allow for a meaningful, ob- 

jective comparison of cumulative payoffs as the expected valuation function defined above 

does not allow for the inter-personal comparison of value, or utility. 



Overall, the results of the simulation experiments suggest that loss aversion is not 

only an effective but also an efficient decision heuristic outperforming the normative bench- 

mark, even though the latter decision rule was highly favored on the basis of its expected 

value. We attribute the effective performance of LA agents to the min-max management of 

variances over gains and losses implicit in the asymmetric valuation pattern. Although this 

comparative effectiveness of loss aversion only holds for finite time horizons, it is exactly this 

"limitation" that is most prevalent in real world decision making environments. 

4.0 Discussion And Conclusion 

Neoclassical economic theory operates on the basis of two fundamental postulates: rationality 

and selfishness. With respect to the latter postulate, Axelrod (1 984, 1987), for example, has 

shown that cooperative behavior, in the form of tit-for-tat strategies, not only outperforms 

"greedy" behavior but also proves evolutionary feasible and stable (Axelrod and Hamilton, 

Employing a similar, although static, approach, the simulation experiments conducted 

for this study demonstrated that a simple, intuitively appealing valuation pattern, i.e. loss aver- 

sion, has proven to be a rather effective, if not efficient, alternative to the rational, reference- 

independent normative method. Furthermore, reference-independence, as reflected in the in- 

terval measurement scale, of EUT has been a source for discontent long before the issue of 

loss aversion arose. As renowned game theorist Anatol Rapoport (1962: 1 18) notes: 

" I  have seen many research proposals and listened to long discussions of 
how hot and cold wars are zero sum games (which they are not!), the as- 
signment of "utilities" to outcomes must be made on an interval scale. 
There is the problem. Of course, this problem can be bypassed, and the 
zrtiiities can be assigned one wqy or another, so that we can get on with the 
gaming, which is the most fun. But of what practical use are results based 
on arbitrary assumptions?" 

The minimal but realistic degree of imperfection injected into the simulated decision 

environment furthers the perception that the purely mathematical expected value principles 



driving economic theory lack the robustness to effectively and eficiently deal with "nois!;" 

decision environments -- even if the introduced bias is solely based on the (relatively) low 

number of trials. Surely, neoclassical decision theory provides a basis for improved decision 

making in the absence of alternatives and are preferable to erratic crd hoc decision processes. 

However, behavioral research has provided alternative approaches that justitj, rigorous tests of 

and comparisons to the traditional optimization principles for decisions zoverned by risk and 

uncertainty. 



Chapter 3: 

On The Emergent Properties Of Valuation Patterns 

1.0 Introduction 

Neoclassical economic theory provides an extensive and comprehensive framework for pre- 

scriptive and predictive decision analysis building on a minimal set of behavioral assumption, 

which in turn provide the basis for the axiomatic, deductive modeling of agent behavior (e.g., 

Stigler & Becker, 1977). Recently, however, these hndamentai behavioral maxims, i.e. the 

presumptions that economic agents behave in a selfish and rational manner, have been shown 

to be in significant discrepancy with empirically observed judgment and decision behavior for 

both na'ive and expert decision makers alike (e.g., Axelrod, I%?; Kahneman, Slovic, & Tver- 

sky, 1982; Neale & Bazerman, 199 1). 

An exceptionaiiy disturbing and far reaching discrepancy between normative and de- 

scriptive decision theory concerns agents' valuation of the consequences of a course of action. 

Agents' valuations, i.e. the transformation of observed consequences by means of subjective 

weighting of these consequences resulting in some form of utility, constitute a behavior critical 

to economic theo~y. In particular, economic theory postulates valuation behavior leading to 

the symmetric vaiuation of negative and objectively commensurate positive consequences as 

reflected in the presumed CV and EV equivalence (e.g., Willig, 1976; Randall & Stoll, 1980). 

Providing the basis for utility and expected utility theories, this behavioral maxim has wide 

and far reaching implications with respect to most economic and decision theoretic prescrip- 

tions and predictions. 

Empirical research in experimental economics and behavioral decision theory, how- 

ever, suggests a vastly different valuation behavior than the one presumed by normative the- 

ory. In fact. countless research accounts report a robust and systematic two-fold valuation 

pattern suggesting %en& value losses much heavier than objectively commensurate gains - a 



behavior comrnonfy referred to as luss mcmm or rw&m mt1t  ~?:$C~*Y t Kahz~c'man & ji C:S&>. 

1979: Thaler. 1980). 

Although aq-mmetric valuations of gains and lossc~ ha\r k n  show to k- ;t p C \ d -  

lent and pervasive aspect of agents' decision making, this kha, ior is st$!! \\i&l> Jccnwrl ti-- 

tional and. by definition suboptimal. Given this concern. \\-i: e n ~ p l e  i.\oiufionar? m d & i ~  

techniques building on the notion of artificial adaptive agents (liolland 82 &liilr.r, 1W31 mJ 

artificial ecvnvmk agents {.Arthur. !99 1 - 1 qQi) to investigate the .~'mcrsenk pru~~flks of 

maximizing agents' fundamenmi valuation preferences. Spt.cilicall>, w rtnplcraent popria- 

tions of artificial decision makers making choices vwr pairs of risk? :mrblcs, Ihc i~wdts: a i  

these experiments suggest asymmetric valuations to be a dominant, rwrgcnt chorcc -p;rtrrrn 

for adaptive, maximizing decision makers. 

2.0 Background 

Neoclassicai economic theory has developed into a highly rcductiontsr, aGrml;irk d~scipl~nr: 

relying eh~ensivdy on the vimes of mihematical and statktica! q~rnitatkwa t~~bniquta. 

Selfishness and rational* comprise the two principal behavioral m ~ i r n s  u d d j  mg cur- 

nomic theory. The selfishness p m l a t e  esentiaHy allows far m- af tk I I I ; L ~ I ~ I ~ I I C I I I  ~ K I -  

ple and the rationality postulate assures economic asenis have nc~c'isaq c r p i t i ~ c  c a p c t ~  

to cany out the optimimion processes. These Lhavioml mrims rrllcrw fcw thc thrauilglt and 

elegant expression of hiz&powered theory in a hi&!). p a r s i m h r ,  iwrhcsnal ~ r l  ncdalwn 

generally leaving the kha~it#al  details of the d e l  as exogenous Jtrails Ir g , Ikdx-r, t Wfk 

Stigfer & Becker, f 977). 

Recent empiricaI cedmce in experimental eronomks am! tw0liivkml &irrm r k q  

suggests. howevern that *-en fiuKfamentall -ive presurnpamo rsupdlrng &mrTcnn 

ior, such as rhe s>--c weighing of gains and lossi9s, do nra ;rrft.qluately aptunr aWal bp; 

havior. Instad, naf~h: and expert decision makers alike seemingly a d k c  ao h?+ awmc be- 





The function ut*) is disincriy difiixent from the notational simiiar elementary utility hrncrio~i, 

srr preference scaling function. common!\ encountered in espositions cri EL; I'. I t  should hr 

noted that vie:! is: &fined oaer outcomes. or consequences. and h? rhe \;ilua?ion of the refer- 

ence positHtn ~ m l &  in a f i e d  \alltation of v(0) - 0 (Kahnrman 6;1 T\crrsL~, 1939) That is, 

the beha\iarrrl u a t ~ i m  function resembles measurement on a ratio-scale, \\hereas Eli'l' is 

mzswPA m 611nrmrl -!em hhne- & Tl;ersb ( 1992) empirically deiennincd a 

paramterizatb of rl*) w k r c  4, = 2.61. a = 0.8, Jf = 0.8,. Of course. this function ijlso ill- 

lo\w the expression af s~mmeuic valuation patterns, such as tndiriional risk-aversion, which 

would require a &mionsuchfhar fi = 1.0. cr 1.0. f3 -- 1.0:. 

Adwmxs in research in Prospect Theon and Gumulzltive Prospect ?'hcory 

(K-n % TwT~~!, 3 9 9 3  furi;E.xr styget a fourfold dmisim pattern over tturconlcs and 

probabilities (Table 131.. In picufar ,  decision makers seemin& tend to k~ha.havc risk-wskitrg 

over choices combining lo*\ prchbiiitiw and gains or high probabilities and losses htit to act 

ilit? combinations that either promise positive payofls with high 

proktbillk w n e z i \ o  outcomes go~emrd b> lo\% probabilities. 



aversion, as a guiding decision preference, was indeed inferior to the normative approach, one 

would expect "rational tricksters and confidence men" to take advantage of such vulnerable 

prey (Hirschleifer & Riley, I99Z:M). Of course, the (finite) supply of decision making 

agents relying on inferior judgment and decision making strategies would, over time, eventu- 

ally be decimated to the point of extinction (e.g., driven into economic ruin or converted to 

"rational" agents) and only rational agents would survive. 

The remainder of this paper investigates this issue by means of evolutionary model- 

ing. Employing a genetic algorithm (GA) governing the survival of populations of maximiz- 

ing artificial agents, we empirically investigate the emergent valuation patterns of parameter 

values for a generalized expected valuation function under conditions of finite time horizons. 

3.0 Emergence Of Adaptive Valuation Patterns 

Although there exists no explicit reason for decision makers to symmetrically value gains and 

losses, normative economic (decision) theory presumes and prescribes such behavior. If irra- 

tional deviations from the symmetric valuation behavior was truly inferior to the prescribed 

behavior, the market should correct for such erroneous conduct and allow only rational agents 

to prosper and survive. The wide observation of loss aversion as documented in empirical 

Iaboratoty and field studies seems to refute such corrective market action, even if market im- 

perfections and general dynamics masking asymmetric valuation behavior providing pockets 

of survival are taken into consideration. Furthermore, the success of loss aversion compared 

to symmetric valuation behavior, as reported by Borges ( 1  996), further casts doubt on the pre- 

sumed superiority of qmmebic valuation patterns. 

The existing litemure wtth respect to [as-mmetric) valuation behavior is comprised 

of accounts of empirical w o k  aimed at uncovering valuation asymmetry as a robust and sys- 

rematic decision behavior, rrrparts documenting the implications of such behavior on the va- 

lidity and reliability of nonnative theory, and recently the comparative market performance of 



agents adhering to either normative or descriptive valuation patterns. Little, if any, research, 

however, documents the emergence of valuation behavior for maximizing, adaptive agents. 

The experiments reported below address the issue of what type of valuation pattern masi- 

mizing agents learning from market feedback, such as payoffs, would develop. 

3.1 Experimental Methods And Design 

The simulation experiments conducted are grounded in the notion of neo-Darwinian evolution 

asserting that the vast majority of life is fully accounted for by n minimal set ofstatistical 

processes (i.e., reproduction, mutation, competition, and selection) acting on and within 

populations and species (Fogel, 1995). Thus, the experimental methodology employed for the 

purpose of our investigation leans strongly on the notion of artificial adaptive agents (AAAs) 

proposed by Holland & Miller (1991) and the design of artificial economic agents (Arthur, 

1991). 

We implement a population of adaptive agents optimizing parameters governing 

valuation and preferences for a generalized expected valuation function. This optimization 

process was governed by a genetic algorithm (Holland, 1975). Artiticial adaptive decision 

makers (ADM) are exposed to pairs of gambles, i.e. prospects, and required to make a choice 

among the gambles' alternatives. These choices, which are a direct reflection of agents' 

valuation and preference parameters optimized by the GA, are then played out and agents arc 

credited, or debited, with the appropriate payoffs. Agents' payoff values functioned as the 

fitness measure for the GA. 

Portfolio of C;l?mb!es 

The experimental environment was comprised of a to&l of eight pairs of gambles (Table 14). 

These eight prospects, originally employed by Kahneman & Tversky ( I  979:268), are either 

strictly positive or strictly negative with respect to the outcomes where the negative gambles 



are simply the negations of the positive gambles. Thus, the probabilistically expected values 

of the positive gambles are mirrored by their negative counterparts. If an ADM was presented 

with GI,  for example, the agent had to choose between a gamble paying $4,000 with an 80% 

chance or nothing with a 20% chance, i.e. Alternative 1, or $3,000 for certain, i.e. Alternative 

2. 

*** Insert Table 14 Approximately Here *** 

It should be noted that the sets of gambles differ in the expected values across alter- 

natives. The first four prospects, i.e. GI through G4, do not have equal expected values lead- 

ing to an indifference exponent. y. of less than unity, whereas the remaining sets of gambles 

have equal expected values resulting in y* = 1.0. That is, an agent relying on a valuation 

function as outlined in Equation 2 below would be indifferent between the two alternatives of 

GI, if the corresponding preference scaling parameter was less than y* = 0.7757'~. Thus, tra- 

ditional risk-aversion leading to a preference for the sure payoff of $3,000 if attained with a 

scaling parameter value of y < 0.7757. Of course, a risk-averse agent with a preference scal- 

ing parameter of. say, 0.8, would choose the distinctly a risk averse first alternative for G5 

(i.e., the gamble that promises to pay either $3,00 with probability 0.9 or nothing otherwise) 

but choose the risky -,.;amble, i-e. the first alternative, over the sure gain for G 1. 

Agent Representation 

A population of adaptive artificial decision makers governed by evolutionary principles, i.e. a 

GA, was created and repeatedly subjected to an environment requiring decision making and 

responding with outcomes to these choices. Each ADM was comprised of a bit string, i.e. a 

" The value of y* is determined by solving the exponential equation (0.8 * 4,000)r = 3,000Y 
resulting in y* = in(O.S)fln(3/4) - 0.7757. 



chromosome, representing L+e values of the parameters driving an espcctrd valttation fi~nc- 

tion, which in turn governed agents' choices. The outcome of each decision made by ADMs 

resulted in a payoff to the agents and the (accun~ulated) payoff of each agent, relaiive to all the 

other agents in the population. determined the entity's fitness. After each decision period, or. 

generation, the GA ensured that reproduction of the agents was conducted according to 

agents' proportional fitness. That is, fitter agents reproduced more than less successful mcni- 

bers of the population. Hence, "successful" parameter values, or decision patterns, diffuse 

quickly into the next generation. 

In order to facilitate agents' decision process, we define an expected valuation func- 

tion (Equation 2) that employs the linear probabilistic weighting suggested by normative dcci- 

sion theory but allows for the asymmetric weighting of positive and negative outcomes in the 

manner introduced by Equation 1 above. Formally, we define an expected valuation function 

V such that 

S 

Equation 2: V(x,p) = p i ~ ( ~ l )  , where 

V(x,p) is the valuation function defined over the gambles with x again denoting the 

vector of consequences and p the vector of probabilities associated with x, 

such that p = (pl, p2, ..., ps), of course summing to unity, and 

v(x) is the loss-aversion preserving preference scaling function of 

Equation 1. 

The above function, combining the normative linear weighting of probabilities and the possi- 

bility of descriptive valuation asymmetry, facilitates the specific investigation of outcome 

valuations ailowing tire derivation of both symmetric and asyijimmetrk vafuatioiis depending on 

agents parameter selection. Consider an ADM facing the choice between a gamble paying 

$3200 for w e  ar %,000 with an 80% chance (and $0 with a 20% chance). If the agent had 



an u value in excess of unity, i.e. u > 1 .O, the ADM could be considered risk-seeking and 

would choose the $4,000,80% or $0,20% gamble. Conversely, if the ADM had an a value 

less than unity, i.e. a < 1 .O, it would choose the gamble paying $3,000 for sure. Now consider 

an agent facing a choice between the negated version of this pair of gambles. That is, the 

agent has a choice between a $3,200 loss for sure or a $4,000 loss with an 80% chance (or no 

loss with a 20% chance). Hence, an agent with a (j value in excess of unity, i.e. (j > 1.0, would 

choose the $3,000 loss for sure, whereas an agent with a P value of less than unity, i.e. P < 

1 .O, would choose the risky gamble incurring either a $4,000 loss with an 80% chance or no 

loss with a 20% chance (regardless of the value of the loss aversion parameter A). 

In general, a normative agent adhering to the symmetric valuation pattern should ei- 

ther have parameter values such that <h = 1 .O, u > 1 .O, (j < 1.0), <A = 1 .O, u < 1 .O, P > 1.0), 

or <h = 1 .O, a = 1 .O, a = I .O). That is, an agent should be either risk-averse (RA), risk- 

seeking (RS), or risk-neutral (RN) over both gains and losses. A loss averse agents, on the 

other hand, with RA in the gains and RS in the losses would have a parameter set such that <h 

L 1 .O, a < .O, < 1.0>. As it can be seen on hand of this example, the loss aversion parame- 

ter, A, can be fixed at unity if, and only if, the prospects employed are pure, i.e. either strictly 

positive or negative in payoffs. 

GA Configuration And Simulation Parameters 

The variant of the GA implemented was based on a single binary chromosome either accom- 

modating or andior p depending on the experimental variation. A deterministic selection pro- 

cedure was ernpfoyed and coupled with a weakest replacement algorithm and single-point 

crossover. Atthou* this configuration makes for an extremely accurate GA, its major draw- 

back lies in the computational expense incurred. That is, this GA configuration is extremely 

slow. Since each agent in the population of the genetic algorithm in fact represents a solution 

in the soiution space and tk number of d i e r e  solutions facilitating the choice process was 



very small, it was decided to operate with a snlall population of twenty agents operating on a 

real number range for both the a and f3 parameter of [0.0, 1.751. 

The convergence criterion for the GA was based on the a and fl parameter in the 

population simultaneously reaching values that fell within 0.05 standard deviations of the re- 

spective population means after at least 100 generations up to 500 generations and 0.075 stan- 

dard deviations afterwards. To guard against the pitfalls of premature convergence and ran- 

dom fluctuations in general, each GA run was repeated 24 times. 

Applying descriptive statistics to the actual parameter values evolved by the GA for 

agents is of little value as only the action following the parameter values rnatters as agents' 

actual choices are discrete states. That is, for a strictly positive gamble with equal expected 

value, values less than y* = 1 .O, is risk-avcrse regardless of whether the derived paranletcr 

value is, say, 0.8 or 0.1. Instead of reporting agents' actual parameter values, we rcport the 

corresponding preference structure. Thus, an a parameter of less than the y* associated with 

the respective gambles is reported as a RA preference, whereas a value exceeding y* is rc- 

ported as a RS preference. Of course, this pattern reverses for the f3 values, i.e. P < y* is re- 

ported as a RS preference and a IJ > y* is reported as a RA values. 

3.2 Experiment 1 - Evolving Individual Preference Parameters 

The first experiment investigated the emergence of valuation either for gambles strictly deal- 

ing with gains or gambles strictly dealing with losses. Of course, agents employed only the 

appropriate portion of the piece-wise valuation function to these gambles and thus, only the u 

or parameter was evolved. Gambles were individually presented to agents for either 10 or 

200 decision periods facilitating a comparison between a short-term and long term time hori- 

zon. 



3.2.1 Preference Structures For Strictly Positive Gambles 

The first prospect, GI ,  offered agents either the alternative to gain $4,000 with an 80% prob- 

ability (or nothing with a 20% probability) or to gain $3,000 for sure (A2). The expected val- 

ues for these alternatives are $3,200 and $3,000, respectively. Thus, a decision maker with a 

preference scaling value a < 0.7757 will choose the second alternative paying $3,000 for sure, 

whereas decision makers with a values equal to 0.7757 wouid be indifferent between the two 

alternatives, and agents with an a > 0.7757 would choose the first alternative with the higher 

expected payoff of $3,200. The GA results for the first gamble were unanimous for both the 

short, i.e. I 0  trials, and the long, i.e. 200 trials, variants. That is, the evolved a values ex- 

ceeded the y* for every trial suggesting evolved preferences favoring the risky A1 , i.e. $4,000 

with an 80% chance, over the sure alternative. 

G3 presented the decision makers with a choice of a again of either $4,000 with a 

20% chance or nothing otherwise or $,3000 with probability 0.25 or nothing otherwise. Al- 

though not unanimous, the GA solutions converged 75% (short time horizon) and 92% (long 

time horizon) of the time to an RS preference. Thus, ADM's developed a strong preference 

for A l promising to pay $4,000 with a 20% chance. 

The remaining positive prospects, i.e. G5 and G7, differed from the previous pros- 

pects as the corresponding expected values of the alternatives were equal, i.e. y* = 1 .O. Dis- 

tinct preferences were observed for the remaining two positive prospects, G5 and G7. While 

the solutions for G5 converged 78% of the time (sort run) and 58% of the time (long run) to a 

preference for A2, a dominant convergence of 83% and 92% for the short-run and long-run, 

respectively, was attained for G7. 

In summary, these results suggest that for the prospects with unequal expected val- 

ues. agents choose in a manner resembling risk-seeking (or risk-neutral) behavior preferring 

the payoffs with the higher expected value but in disregard for lower risk, lower expected pay- 

offgambles. For the prospect with the low probabiliq event, i.e. G7, agents opted to pursue a 



distinctly risk-averse course of action. Only for the third positive prospect. i.c. G5, did tile 

GA not produce a predominant choice pattern. Instead, agents seeniitigly wcr-e indiH2rcnt 

between the two alternatives. 

3.2.2 Preference Structures For Strictly Negative Ga~nbles 

The second set of individually played out gambles were the negations ot'thcir positive coun- 

terparts leading to strictly negative in outcomes. Thus, agents were now rcquircd to adapt 

with respect to the p parameter driving the expected valuation function of Equation 2. 

G2, the negated version of G 1, promises choosers either a $4,000 loss with an 80•‹4, 

probability or nothing otherwise (Al) or a $3,000 loss for sure (A2). The converged solutions 

were nor very dominant, with agents preferring the sure loss with the higher expected valuc 

63% of the time for the short-run and 58% for the long-run. Siniilarly, the convcrgcncc ratcs 

for the fourth prospect, G4. resulted in approximately an even split between the two alterna- 

tives for both variants. 

These results are in contrast to the unaninlous preferences that emerged Ihr tl~esc 

prospects' positive counterparts. While agents clearly chose the prospect with the I~ighcr 

positive payoffs for the positive variants of these prospects, a valuation revcrsal occurred 

leading agents to be indifferent between the gambles with low-risk, lower expected loss pay- 

offs and the higher-risk, higher expected value losses. That is, ADM's seemed to predonii- 

nantly favor a RS valuation for the gains but reverse, at the least half of the time, to thc asym- 

metric, RS preference for the corresponding loss variants. 

The remaining two sets of gambles, again differing from G2 and G4 by virtue of 

equal expected values for the two alternatives, displayed more pronounced convergence pat- 

terns. For G6,62% and 75% of the runs converged to a pattern preferring A I over A2, 

whereas 92% and 88% ofthe runs for G8 resulted in patterns valuing A2 more than A I .  



The evolved pattern for G8 reflects a direct valuation reversal from its positive 

counterpart, i.e. G7, switching from a RA pattern to a RS pattern. Although only directional 

in dominance, ADMs were approximateiy indifferent for the two alternatives of G5, the posi- 

tive prospect, but leaned toward a RA valuation for G6, the negative variant. 

*** Insert Table 15 Approximately Here *** 

Although the simulation runs for this experiment do not allow for intra-personal, or 

intra-agent, valuation and preference patterns, it has become apparent that ADM's recognize 

the higher positive expected values for the positive prospects GI and G3 and choose in accord 

with these payoffs even though the risk associated with these alternatives was higher than that 

associated with the low-payoff alternatives. This pattern did not carry symmetrically into the 

valuation of losses, where valuation symmetry would required a distinct preference for the 

low-risk, lower loss alternatives. Instead, ADM's leaned toward indifference between the 

alternatives indicating at least a partial valuation reversal. Furthermore, an outright valuation 

reversal was obtained for the low probability, equal expected value prospects G7 and G8. 

While agents dominantly preferred the RA alternative, Al ,  for G7, they switched to the RS 

alternative of the negated version of this prospect, G8. A somewhat indifferent choice pattern 

was observed for agent behavior for G5, although agents leaned strongly toward the RA alter- 

native for G6. Overall, it appears that valuation reversals have taken place and that valuations 

were rather stable over both the short-run and the long-run time horizons. 

3.3 Experiment 2 - Evolving Valuations Over Pairs Of Prospects 

The simulations conducted for the first experiment individually evolved gain and loss prefer- 

ence parameters and provided interesting insights with respect to the choice patterns of adap- 

tive, maximizing agents. However, the first experiment lacked an intra-agent, or "within- 



subject", perspective. This second experiment extends the scope of the investigation pre- 

senting agents with pairs of prospects allowing for the observance of truly iiitra-agent prcfer- 

ence patterns. 

Once again, we employed the above gambles but instead of having AAAs separately 

evolve the cx and p parameters for gambles, cx and P were co-evolved over the two sets of 

gambles. That is, over the set number of trials, i.e. 10 or 200, agents were randomly presented 

with either Gamble 1 or Gamble 2 (or Gamble 7 or Gamble 8) and in accordance with Equa- 

tion 2 both a and [3 parameters were evolved. Given the two basic parameter values, i.c. RA 

and RS (excluding RN), we anticipate the emergence of four different combinations of valua- 

tionlpreference patters: RAIRS, RAIRA, RSIRS, and RSIRA. An u ' y*, then, would be again 

considered RA and RS otherwise. Analogously, a P < y* would indicate RS behavior, 

whereas a [3 > y* would suggest RA behavior. 

The first tuple of prospects, comprised of G 1 and G2, was presented to agents and 

led to a convergence of 96% of the long runs favoring a RS/RA preference pattern. 7'hat is, 

the majority of the runs for the long-run variant produced a behavior preferring the risky gam- 

ble A1 ($4,000 with an 80% chance) over the sure payoff ($3,000) of A2 for GI and the sure 

loss of $3,000 (A2) over the risky loss of $4,000 with probability 0.8 (At)  for G2. This result 

indicates a strong, symmetric valuation of payoffs with respect to the expected valuation prin- 

ciple. For the short-run variant, however, no distinct pattern was evolved with approximately 

half of the solutions leading to the asymmetric RAfRA or RS/RS valuations. Thus, only the 

long-run produces the expected valuation pattern. 

A similar but much less pronounced decision pattern emerged for the second set of 

prospe's, i.e. G3 and G4. The domiiiz,t valuation pattern was again the RS/RA combination 

(58% of the time for t??e long-run variant) preferring the alternatives with the higher expccscd 

gain and the lower expected loss, although almost one quarter of the solutions led to an asym- 



metric valuation pattern showing a preference for the higher expeckd gain and the higher ex- 

pected loss. A similar pattern was observed for the shortorun variant. 

The third and forth set of prospects again operated on the basis of equal expected 

values. The third tuple, comprised of G5 and G6, converged 75% (short-run) and 54% (long- 

run) of the time to a RARS solution. Given the equivalence of expected values, this choice 

pattern constitutes a distinct asymmetric valuation in the traditional sense of loss aversion. 

The last set of prospects, G7 and G8, dominantly converged to a loss averse valua- 

tion pattern in form of a RAiRS solution (839'0) for the long-run variant, whereas the short-run 

variant produced only a 46% W R S  valuation and followed by a strong 33% RSiRS pattern. 

*** f nsert Table 16 Approximately Here *** 

In summary. the simuIation runs over tuples of prospects including both a gain and a 

loss variant suggest that with the exception of the first set of prospects, GI and G2, ADM7s 

showed strong signs of valuation asymmetry and preference reversals. Specifically, the solu- 

tions to those prospects with equal expected values over the aiternatives converged to the 

commonly reported loss averse valuation pattern. 

3.4 Experiment 3 - Evohiing Generatizeci Valuations 

This last experiment requires artificiai gents to generate preference parameters over the deci- 

sion portfolio. The previous experiments were geared toward the local preferences for either 

individual or tuples of prospects. This experiment investigates tbe global, generalized vafua- 

tivn pfemces tifiirii3vi's in Phe conim sfa reiaiiveiy iarge and diverse pcrrzfiio of dtri- 

siaas. f ) s  to ~k !sag mm q a i d  $3 expme ADM's :O & t  pifolk we h i t  s'mihiiiii35i 

NN to only one time horiron comprised of 5W decision periods. 







Simon's work on bounded rationalit). has ~tidened the interest and pcrceivcd relevance of hu- 

man behavior. Esprciall?. in the decision sciences, the advent of the bounded rationality para- 

digm has had a profomnd impact and human behavior has taken once more the cenrcr stage. 

Although the prescriptive behaviors emanating from the decision sciences have been tremen- 

dously helpfid md successfki, and will continue to be so, in providing analytical aids to im- 

prove decision making the human mind and behavior got sonie\vhat lost in the search f'or bet- 

ter, faster, and more eleziinx algorithms and decision aids. 

A fundamenmi precursor underlying human decision behavior concerns humans' 

judgment of probabilities and valuation of outcomes. Even if a decision maker employed the 

correct decision tools for a particular problem at hand, deviations from the assumed judgnlent 

and valuation behavior underlying these decision tools may prove the airalysis flawed. 

The three studies comprising this paper focus on people's valuations of outcomes. 

As discussed above- human valuation structures are best expressed in form of a reference- 

preserving ratio scale father than the normatively presumed interval scale. Although refer- 

encedependent behavior. as reflected in loss aversion, is widely documented, little, if any, 

information pertaining to the effectiveness and efficiency of such behavior is available. The 

second and third study conducted investigated the performance of asymmetric valuation be- 

havior. 

The first study documents the manifestation of loss aversion, or an endowment effect. 

mder conditions of highly substitutable exchange goods, i.e. money and lottery tickets, and 

ive&ens the assertion &at unconuoiied substitution effects are the source of eaiuaiicln disfiai- 

Iy izpi:& in =!lei w d .  A!&Gu$ t6e iwestigatlon of the dependence refation between 

the endowment and substitution effect was the primary motivation for the experiments, two 

other m l t s  obtained in the course of this investigation are also noteworthy. First, the ob- 



served valuation disparity was observed in the context of both a within- and a between-group 

design, whereas the majority of documented valuation disparities (in the context of real ex- 

change markets) are based on between-subject designs. Second, decision makers displayed a 

strong anchoring on the going market price for their willingness to pay (WTP )measure, rather 

than an anchoring on the intrinsic value of the lottery ticket, i.e. the expected value of the 

ticket. While the observation of disparate valuations on a within-subject level further 

strengthens the support for the endowment effect hypothesis, agents' anchoring on going mar- 

ket prices, rather than intrinsic values, provides an opportunity for further research of asym- 

metric, reference-dependent valuations. Specifically, the relation between procedural fairness 

and reference values, as emplowd in arbitration processes, may prove an important avenue for 

further investigations. Moreover, an interesting extension of the experimental design em- 

ployed above entails the implementation of an experimental control for purchasers and non- 

purchasers of lottery tickets. 

The establishment of an endowment effect independent of the substitution effect 

provided the roseffu stone perceived necessuty to proceed with investigations concerning the 

effectiveness and efficiency of asymmetric valuation behavior as implemented in the second 

study. The results of the experimental tests with respect to artificial agents' comparative per- 

formance and relative survival over a portfolio of risky, routine decisions suggest not only that 

loss averse behavior performs favorable compared to the normative, symmetric valuation pat- 

terns but outperformed these benchmark behaviors under conditions of resource constraints. 

Although the results of this second study are confined to the contextual constraints of 

the experiments, several important issues warranting further research have arisen. Most im- 

portantly, perhaps, is  the observation of the different directions and speeds of convergence to 

the limit. !f ?his observation comprises a rob~st ,  systematic phenomenon, it could and should 

play an important role in the formal optimization toolbox of decision theory. The invesiiga- 

tion of different valuation structures' convergence to the limit, then, warrants future research. 



Furthermore. research with respect to agent survival. and particularl? the rate of attrition, also 

requires more investigion. Specifically, a relationship between actual length of time horizon 

and the corresponding survival. rates should be established in the contest of a real-time si~nu- 

lation study and actual longitudinal data. 

Having established a favorable perfonnance account for loss averse agents. a logical 

progression regarding the investigation of loss aversion, at least in our mind. concerned 111e 

investigation of the formation of valuation patterns and preference structures. Although tastes 

and preferences are commonly regarded exogenous variables in econonlic (decision) theory, 

they are not exogenous to the decision maker. Decision makers' tastes and preferences must 

have some place of origin - be it of genetic or environmental origin as, for example, rcflectcd 

in individual Iearning and adaptation processes. 

The third study addressed this issue and reports on the investigation of agents' valua- 

tion and preference formulations assuming the perspective of agents adapting to, or leaning 

from, their environment as the result of the decision-outcome feedback loop. Employing 

evolutionary modeling techniques allowed the "construction"of unencumbered, maximizing 

agents and the exploration of truly emergent properties of adaptive artificial agents' valuation 

structures and preference patterns. 

The results of this study suggest that maximizing, adaptive decision makers favor thc 

prototypical . asymmetric valuation pattem inherent in loss averciqn for individual and paired 

low probability prospects as well as for the comprehensive, complex portfolio. It is ofpar- 

ticular interest that agens" valuation preferences significantly favored the asymmetric valua- 

tion structures for the complex decision context. Furthermore, the preference parameters 

evolved for the portfolio were such that the ensuing choice pattern isomorphically corre- 

sponded to the choice patterns deployed in the second siudq;. Hence, the p r f m a n c c  of :he 

emerged aspmmetiic va!&ion smcrn.= is identical to ?he results obtained h r  !oss avcrse 

agents in the second study. 



?his third study provides several opportunities for further investigation. First, the 

methodology employed appears suitable for economic research concerned with emergent and 

adaptive agent behavior -- a research thread most prominent in the field of game theory. Sec- 

ond, the context-driven evolution inherent in the methodology developed may prove an ex- 

cellent supplement to reinforcement learning algorithms and valuable for the development of 

high-level cognition in autonomous agent research. Third, the methodology may be a useful 

tool in portfolio optimization, especially in the area of finance. 

In summary, the three studies conducted document the manifestation of loss aversion 

as a cause of valuation disparities independent of substitution effects, indicate that the per- 

formance of individuals using asymmeh-ic valuations may not be inferior to the normative, 

symmetric behavior, and suggest that asymmetric valuation structures are a feasible and viable 

valuation response of maximizing, adaptive decision makers. 

As a final note. a "classification" issue deserves attention. Much of the re- 

search concerning valuation behavior, especially observed valuation behavior, has been classi- 

fied as "bounded rationality research." In fact, asymmetric valuation behavior, as reflected in 

loss aversion and the endowment effect, seems to be viewed as the result of humans' bounded 

cognition. This appears to be an erroneous conclusion as asymmetric valuation behavior re- 

flects a decision maker's fundamental preferences for gains and losses. The very emergence 

of such behavior in the context of maximizing. "rational" agents, as discussed in Chapter 3, 

furthers this notion. 
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TABLES 

Group 1 - G,$?..., 

WTA - All SS 

WTA - Ss with no trade 

WTA - Ss with trade only 

WTP - Ss with trade only 

Valuation Disparity (WTA,WTP) 

Group 2 - GWTP 

WTP - All SS 

WTP - Ss with no trade 

WTP - Ss with trade only 

WTA - Ss with trade only 

Valuation Disparity (WTA,WTP) 

Mean Median Min, Mas  



Comparison 

Within-Group -- GWTA 

WTP to market price of ticket 

Valuation Disparity (WTA, WTP) 

Within-Group -- GWTp 

WTP to market price of ticket 

Valuation Disparity (WTA,WTP) 

Between-Group: CWTA VS. G W T ~  

W'FA -- all Ss 

WTA -- Ss with trade 

WTP -- all Ss 

WTP -- Ss with trade 

daluation Disparity (WTA, WTP) 

Analysis 

Paired t-test 

Paired t-test 

Paired t-test 

Paired t-test 

ANOVA 

ANOVA 

ANOVA 

ANOVA 

ANOVA 

Table 2: Within and Between Group 
1 
I 

Table 3: Decision Portfolio 1 

Comparisons 

-- 

- 

Gamble f Atieinaiive 1 ( A l )  
1 / $4,000.00, 0.800; $0.00, 0.200 

8 I -$3,000.00~ 0.002; $0.00; 0.998 
Mapted from Kahnernan & Tvenky (1979). p. 268. 

Statistics Significance 

Aiternative 2 (A21 
$3,000.00, I .OOO; $0.00, 0.000 

Table 4: Parameter Values For Artificial Agent Preference Structures 
Parameter Risk-Averse 

(RA) 
1-00 

Loss Averse 
(LA) 

1 i 1 .OO 

Risk-Seeking 
(RS) 
1 .oo 

Risk-Neutral 
(RN) 
I .oo 



Table 5a: Valuations and Exoected Values For Decision Portfolio 1 
G / RN Valuation 1 KA Valuation 

A l ,  A2 
609.1 7 604.92 

-4844.54 -4476.90 
152.29 151.23 

-1211.14 -1119.22 
544.43 473.95 

-4029.21 -4171 -30 

-8.95 -9.27 

Table 5b: Preferem 
Gamble I RN 

Choice * .Depende 
LA 

Choice 
A1 

A2 

A1 
A2 
A1 
A2 

A1 
A2 

RS Vaiuation 

-1.21 -1.05 

LA Valuation 

Choices 
RA 

Choice 
A1 

A2 

A1 
A2 
A1 
A1 

A1 
A1 

and Expected Values For Decision Portfolio I 
RS I E ~ R N  ($1 I Em ($1 I lk4 

Choice 1 I 1 
A1 1 3.200.00 1 3.200 ( 1 0  

Expected Value over Portfolio 250.00 / 250.00 1 250.00 
': A simulated toss of a fair coin nras employed to break ties. 
': E denotes the expected outcome for this pair of gambles. 

ible 6: Summary Statistics For Experiment 1 

Descriptives 





val 

U P P  
Bound - 

18 4203 
23 2203 - q- 

z &&3 
- A  

r *173 
I r YOU3 

2 0203 -- 
3 3403 

e 3803 
-2 7793 

19 1003 
24 3 0 3  
29 1903 

1 88fB 
113 34.480 -- 
13&3% 
3 m  

19 4680 

23 4880 

22 3333 
25 1480 
7 02m 
5W30 

-3 7720 
2 W 3  
2 8571 
3 0427 
- 3375 
1 1802 
3 33% 
- 2333 
3 4x56 

s 4-933 



WluNipb Comparisons 



[ i EXP- 
i Mean 

an Payoff Ra 
CI 

(2SD, 3SD) 

9.95,21.30 
7.11, 24.14 

10.41, 
20.84 

7.81, 23.44 

9.51.21.73 
6.46,24.79 

9.95, 21.30 
7.1 1, 24.14 

;es For Experiment 1 
Observed I SD 

Mean 1 
Range 1 

10.44, 18.70 ' 0 4015 1 .  
i 

Table 13: The Fourfold Decision Pattern 
1 I Gain f Loss I 

Observed 
Grand 
Mean -- 
14.5380 

14.6672 

14.4816 

16.2148 

Lo~v Probability 
High Probabitip 

Table 14: Decision Portfolio 1 
1 G f Critical 1 Alternative 1 (A I ) 1 Alternative 2 (A21 

Risk Seeking 
Risk Aversion 

Risk Aversion 
Risk Seeking 



Table IS : Choice Pan 

RS: 100% 
RA: 63% 
RS: 37% 
RA: 25% 
RS: 75% 
RA: 54 % 
RS: 46% 
RA: 79% 
RS: 21% 
RA: 52% 
RS: 38% 
RA: 83% 
RS: 17% 
RA: < * u  

RS: 92% 

ms For Experk 
10 

RA: 0% 

neni i 
200 

RA: 0% 
RS: 100% 
R4: 58% 
RS: 42% 
RA: 8% 
RS: 92% 
RA: 54% 
RS: 46% 
RA: 58% 
RS: 42% 
RA: 75% 
RS: 25% 
RA: 92% 
RS: 8% 
RA: 12% 
RS: 88% 

Gamble 3, 1 0.7757 
Gamble 4 I 1 

Table 16: Choice Patterns 
i Y* 

Gamble 5, l l . O O O O  i Gamble 6 1 
1 
i 

Gamble 1 ,  

Gamble 7, 
Gambfe 8 

I 

0.7757 

or Experiment 2 
10 

M R A :  25% 
RSIRS: 21% 
RAIRS: 8% 
RSIRA: 46% 
RAIRA: 25% 
PSIRS: 21% 
M R S :  13% 
RSIRA: 42% 
RAIRA: 0% 
RSRS: 21% 
R m s :  75% 
Rsm: 4% 
%LIRA: 8% 
RSIRS: 33% 
M S :  445% 
RSK4: 13% 

Gamble 2 
M R A :  0% 
RSIRS: 4% 
RNRS: 0% 
RSIRA: 96% 
RAfRA: 8% 
RS!RS: 21% 
RAIRS: 13% 
RSIRA: 58% 
W R A :  4% 
RSIRS: 33% 
W R S :  54% 
RSIRA: 8% 
W R A :  OO/o 
RSIRS: 4% 
RA/RS: 83% 
RSIRA: 13% 



Figures 

of Experimental Flow for Group Gi~yl-,.l - 
Receive Ticket 

I + 
ROUND I State WTA 

Sell Ticket 
(WTA I BPM Price) 

Buy Ticket I (WTP ZBDM 
Not Buy Ticket 

(WTP < BDM Price) 

Keep Ticket 
(WTA > %DM 

Price] 

ROUND 2 

Price) 

Figure 1 b: Schematic Representation of  Esperimental Flow fur Group G%qr 

Buy Ticket 
(WIT 2 BDM Price) 

Not Buy 'Ticket 
(wrP BDM 

Price) 

State WTA ROUND 2 

u 
Sell Ticket 

(WTA 5 BDM 
Keep Ticket 

(WTA ; BDM Pricc) 



Receive Tiket 

Figure 2b: Mean Valmtiom for Group GaTP 
I 
I 
f 
8 
I 
I 



Hypothetical Loss Averse Scaling Function 

Consequences 

igure 4: Trendlines Far Differenl &en@ Over Average Curnukivrr Payails 
ses 



APPEZDlX: Survey Forms 

YOUR FARTZCTPATION IS VOLGKTARY AND YOU MAY WlTHDRAW FROM 
THE SURVEY AT ANY TIAME. 

iirstrtiaians 
Please answer the hilowing questions before proceedins to the section below. Please do not 
use pencil. 

Pteafe Do Xot Scratch The Attached Tickt Until Told Othenvise 

latnamtl: Firstname: 

Y w  have rhe opportunkj ta purchase a kilt* ticket, which is a Qpical "win & scratch"' ticket 
issued by the Brhish Colirrmbia Loner)- Carp. and retails for S 1. The m i m u m  winning prize 
is $lO1OOO. The payout mio associated with this g-pe of ticket is approximately SO?!. The 
actual purchasing price for tf;e lick& vrili br determined by a random draw of prices ranging 
from SO to %-00- As prwimsly e x p l a i d  you will pay !his random price if you indicated 
W you would be w i h g  ta b y  the ticka at any price equal to or lower than &is amount. 
Indicate if ) w will be willing to b q  or not to buy for each of the prices below. 



Please answer the following questions before proceeding to the section below. Plrast do not 
use pencil. 

You have the cqqmRmio\r to sell your lottec ticket to &he experimenter. Atpin. the acmal 
selling price will  be determined by a a d o r n  draw of prices ranging from 50 lo $4.00. As 
previously explained. ).au will receive l i s  random price if you indicated ghat you w d d  be 
willing to xlf the ticket at any price equal to or higher than this amount, Indicate if you will 
'& w:iling ;lr;=: $= gii 5~ r d h  of&& psce. klo.=y 

1 will sell 


